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A Pointed Reminder About the Coat
of a Cup of Gaffes
Please remember that this will be
the last mass-distributed issue of TLP.
Effective with the nest issue (that is,
the start of Volume 2, TLP is going to
a subscription basin. To ensure your
uninterrupted continued delivery of
each iosue, please see me at your
earliest opportunity Is make the
necessary arrangement If you don't,
you know you'll Wi5S it. So do your
part: forgo that cup of coffee. Your
cranium will thank you for the regular
workout [smile],,.

In the last year and a half, there has been a
most astonish series of accusations of sexual
improprieties by legislators, governmental
officials, and many non-governmental persons
of note, as well as on the part of various governmant employees.
We who are confined in MSOP ore no longer
truly shocked to learn of revelations of previously unreported rapes and sexual abuse. Its
everyday announcement in recent years inevitably instills a kind of numbness to the horror.
And we know that anyone can just as likely be
guilty of a sex crime - including the high and
mighty. Even some connected with MSOP itself
have been accused of sex crimes.
There is, for example, the case of Wanda Lou
Elizabeth Viento, who, in 2015 was charged with
several felonies concerning allegedly sexually
assaulting a girl and threatening at knife point
to kill her if she told.
According to that accusation, that sexual
misconduct had begun when the girl was nine
years of age and Ms. Vienta babysat her. It
continued for years, involving another female
perpetrator as well. It included both performing finger penetration of the girl's vagina and
spanking her with some long leather object
(perhaps a multi-thanged scourge/cat-n-ninetails').
While this was still going on, MSUP hired Ms.
Viento as a therapist to sex offenders. It seems
difficult to imagine the lapse in investigation
that apparently allowed her hiring without
discovery of (at least) her unconventional
relationship with that young girl. Presumably,
officials simply relied on her professional
background, heavily focused on what can be
loosely collectively called 'women's advocacy.'
Previously, Viento worked for 20 years as a
social worker, (ironically) primarily with sexual
trauma victims, She also worked on what she
called women's issues and social justice advocacy.
While she possesses a doctorate, it is, in
higher education and multicultural issues,
rather than psychology or sexuality.
Viento also worked as a women's center
coordinator in Boise, ID and Kalaniazoo. Ml and
at Western Michigan University. The takeaway
seems to be that experience as a 'women's
advocate' is qualifies one to be a sex therapist
of men, regardless of lack of degree or experience in that field. Apparently, it is also seen as
placing one above suspicion. However, in fact,
Viento seems to disprove both propositions.
In yet another irony, when confronted by
police about the accusation and asked to take v
polygraph exam. Viento refused, stating that

polygraph testing was not reliable, which she
knew from her work at MOUP.
As all too many confined in MSOP know,
despite such inaccuracy of polygraph results,
MSOP adamantly insists that treatment participants take them more than once - sometimes
a number of times. MSOP refuses to advance
one to a higher level in treatment, and sometimes even demotes one, if a participant declines to take that test and a penile plethysmograph ("PPG") test as well despite its unscientific and unreliable nature - see the tenth
article herein about that test.
No word was available at press time about
whether that criminal case against Viento was
prosecuted or simply dropped quietly to save
MSOP embarrassment.
More recently, we have heard thenpresidential candidate Trump on a surreptitious
recording boasting of having engaged in sexual
felonies with 'show girls' and other female
performers employed by Trump's businesses.
We have also beard accusations against
many federal legislators - sometimes with
admissions or even red-handed video of the
criminal acts.
It strikes us. and I am sure you as well, that
all of this misconduct is a tremendous betrayal
of trust reposed in such people. Consider
particularly legislators and government officials. These advocate strenuously for passage
of 'get tough' legislation against sex crimes and
those who have ever committed such a crime,
or have sometimes assumed positions from
which they aggressively investigate, prosecute,
and sometimes even sit in judgment of sex
offenders (in sentencings and perhaps. in later
post-sentence commitments).
Consider also those who, like Ms. Viento, are
in positions under whose 'treatment' any former sex offender, continuing to wither away in
post-sentence preventive detention known as
commitment, can be thwarted in his bid for
freedom on the mere basis of anything those in
such positions write in a file - true or false about that offender. How favorable toward
release of any sex offenders would you expect
any sex-crime victim's advocate to be in such a
position in a commitment agency like MSOP?
All of these betrayals of trust are especially
egregious and crassly hypocritical when they
effectively erect a double standard - persecuting known sex offenders all the way to their
deaths, while secretly hiding their own identical
actions, and, when outed for them, nonchalantly
implying that, because of their positions and
their power or wealth, the actions are of no
consequence or concern, and the victims

should be disregarded, even disbelieved.
Some of us who are confined in MSOP propose a different approach, one that we deem
uniquely just and appropriate: Let all such
secret criminals in the halls of power and in
positions of oppression over those whose former sins have been known and aired to the
public for decodes be convicted, sentenced, and
ultimately, not be released, but instead committed, just as we have.
In most cases, they have committed multiple
crimes over years, often with multiple, even
numerous victims. Their behavior and their own
words about all this reveal a cavalier, even
heartless disregard for the psychological welfare of those they have assaulted and abused.
By all standards of what it takes to be committed, all of them surely qualify for this fate.
It is appalling by itself to behold those who
have made a career path to power and wealth by
condemning, re-cundemning, and condemning
yet again those who have mode the mistake of
committing crimes of bodily and psychological
assault and imposition against others.
In this, they have deliberately whipped the
country's entire populace into a state of terror
and rage on false suggestions of lathering insanity and public danger lurking 'round every corner. In truth, however, recidivism by sex offenders is lowest compared to all other types of
crime - once one has been caught and punished. The truth is that sex offender commitment is simply a heaping-on of further punishment - not for past crimes for which punishment has already been inflicted, but simply fur
who sex offenders are conceived as being.
Nonetheless, if you still adhere to the myth Of
sex offender danger, then ask yourself: What
Can be more dangerous than an unconvicted sex
offender an the loose - who has mastered the
art of hiding in the limelight of public attention by
deflecting attention from his (or her) long string
of crimes and related misdeeds to facilitate
commission of further crimes by repeatedly
pointing long and sharp, well-practiced fingers of
unopposed accusation at those who have been
incarcerated already for decades, all while
making jest of accusations against him and
openly deriding every accuser. 7
Between the two groups - the longincarcerated, or the high and haughty and seemingly untouchable for any misdeed - which
presents the greatest threat to the safety and
moral integrity of the country? Well, that's what
we think too. 'Tell you what: you send 'em, and
we'll leave the light on fur 'em.
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f'thiokiThe-Befnndantstno'hove-claimed that .actinin4s quarantnmcess......'' - c.cunsidar.m.
Hence, in order to include you, we need * How long have you been in treatment
Will put us in a much more advantageous MSOP provides most of our basic needs,"
you
to
take advantage of a unique provision in
without a diagnosis being put into remisuyitiun toward winning the case.
.Based on this claim, they assert that we have
sion?
(Further announcements about develop- no need for a statutory minimum wage, federal labor law. That statute allows you to
pints in the Wage case will appear in future However, as MSOP detainees, we all know join with us as a collective plaintiff.' This * How long have you gone without sexually
RP issues,
that many things we need are not provided means that, if we prevail, you will be able to
reuffending, and yet you're still here?
by MSDP, Even if they were, however, this get your confiscated wages and possibly an * How many times have you repeated the
daily billing.far "cost of care" puts the aver- extra amount authorized If federal statute.
same module,
e, even after you completed
We Need Your Help aged cost of care back on us to pay. These however, lets be clear: It you n not join w it?
notices clearly state that we will "eventually as a "collective plaintiff" with us, you will not
to Win the Wage
get a penny from our case. In that instance. Physical Medical Malpractice Records: If
have to pay [our] total cost of care"
you feel that, while at MSOP, your physical
Case for You:
Therefore, these notices (and all monthly to get those unpaid wages, you would have to health has been ignored or is at risk, also
Give Us Your Daily- bills pursuant to that per-day billing rate) file your own case from scratch, with no gather any records that will reflect this.
prove beyond refutation that MSDP does not guarantee of success. We do not advise that Gather information and have it ready. Make
charge Bill & Join
provide any of our "basic needs" to us, course.
p a file and save all your information an
in as a "Collective
Previously,
' , ,I attached the consent turin these topics. When the time is right you can
because they are keeping track of everything
IPlaintiff."
provided to us, and are sending us bills for it needed to join our lawsuit to prior editions of start developing affidavits. Let Steve Hoyy
all. This being the case, their argument this newsletter. However, apparently from or Daniel A. Wilson know that you would like
We trust that you can now see the against any 'need' on our part to receive confusion or from luck of confidence in victo- to be informed when it is time to utilize your
the number of forms returned signed are records. If you would like assistance let us
ikj I hood of victory in the Wage case. How- minimum wage rate for work evaporates. ry,
r, as things stand, victory is not 100% Even at such statutory minimum wage rate, it still only about half of the number of MSOP-ML know and we will help you take the next step.
ured, nor is it highly likely that victory would probably take us several lifetimes to residents we think can recoup such confiscat- It is up to us to take action. Don't give up,
totally pay the bill MSDP periodically sends ed portions of their wages.
We understand that this is all nverwhelmWg
be achieved quickly.
However, the requirements of case but if you do nothing you may regret yoi
We know that the defendant's attorney us for such claimed "needs" of ours.
scheduling will soon bring to a close the indifference in the future.
to the court by claiming that MSDP To prove this to the federal judge in the
video all o most of our basic needs. Wage Case. we plan to submit a determina- ability to add any such additional "collective
21 plaintiffs." In other words, this is your last
WE ALL HAVE A DUTY TO FIGHT FOR JUS1lCE!
iously, theyfoil to provide much of what tion notice or a monthly bill (including
need and consume constantly. More page, showing daily charge rate) from as chance to get into this case in order to reSD DO YOUR PART!
ortantly. MSOP bills us at varying many MSGP residents as provide them to us coup your unpaid full wages I again attach
ounts for all of this and in fact, for the for this purpese. If we can file, say, IOU of that consent form to this edition. This is the
re cost of our confinement and "care." these notices or bills (one from each of 1011 last time this will happen. We are not obligatA Prologue:
to do this; it is our favor to you. However,
ii ce, even if MSDP did 'provide' everything guys in hISUP), the judge will surely see that ed
Attitudes ToIerant
us, we would pay for it in the end. This is Defendants' attorneys have been lying to the WE can wait no longer. If you have not already
signed
it,
please
do
so
now,
and
than
of
Sexual Offending
vrtnnt, because the defendants' attorney court in claiming that MSOP provides us
ayqjed that we should not be dearnd to be most of our basic needs. It is very likely at immediately submit it to David Jenrette or
Do Not Predict It.
'wjlhin Congressional intent of minimum wage that point that the Court will simply grant us myself (Dy Gladden) so we can include you in
this once-only motion to add all those who do
tc1erage, claiming that, in light of such summary judgment on Defendants' liability so as "collective plaintiffs."
god 'provision,' we don't "need" that for the federal minimum wage.
lluute from:
tutury wage rate. In light of these bills, f . Because such deception also is commonly
A.,L,IT //arr,'S/TK /Is,'scii. 'Clinical, Actua
tJrse we do. To prove our paint, we need taken as evidence of wrongful intent, it is
iol
and Dynamic Risk Assessment of Sexual
ifir bills or notices of the daily charges also likely that this summary judgment will Proving PsychologiOffenders:
Why Do Things Keep Changing?,":
i .11P wants you to eventually pay. Here is a also cover Debility for the additional, matchcal Malpractice & 10 Jour. L7/Sgxue/Aggresstcn,
Na. 3. P. 209ing
'liquidated
damages"
sum
called
far
by
mo that ennlains this more fully:
Medical Neglect:
the governing federal statute.
319 (November 2010). at 302-303:
All MSDP "Clients" (Detainees)
Therefore, we. as Wage case Named PlainYour Help Needed
4 For Wage Case: Submit Your OHS Bill or tiffs,
ask you to please submit either the
"The Stable 2000 contains lB items
j Notice of Bully "Cost of Cure" Charged
Now!
original or a copy of this Determination
divided into six subsections. The STABLEI WE NEED YOUR HELP!!
Order or both pages of your monthly bill
2000 assesses [Subsection B] 'Attitudes
this week, the Department of Human Ser- i (need not be your latest bill). It is important
ATTENTION MSDP RESIDENTS!!!
supportive of sexual offending,' addressing
viees ("OHS") has been distributing that whichever document . you provide, it
the offender's acceptance of attitudes sup"termination Orders" to many of us corn- 'shows the daily rate you are being billed. There are a number of court cases currentportive
of 'sexual entitlement,' 'rape, and
ted to MSDP stating a dollar figure that Please personally give these to either David ly in progress against MSDP. Within the comsexual
activity
with children ["Child molester
has
"determined"
you
should
be
liable
to
,Jannetta
(in
Unit
I-C)
or
myself
(Cyrus
ing weeks and months it will be vital for
pJyttniyard your "cost of care" in MSOP.
Gladden, in Unit I-A). We will take it from everyone to organize their files and gather attitudes'J.
Tyiid'etgrminution
Order
(really,
there. This
need is urgent, so please hurry! anything that can be used in court against
(Discussing the revision. "STAB LE-7007"):
administt)$
notice)
claims
thatjust
theanThanks
lots!
MSOP:
"Based on the results of the Dynamic Superaniountthus ltermind" to be your liability
BER's: When consequences are punitive, they vision Project (DSP), the three attitudes
is based oh' pu''ility/prasumed ability to
There is a second need of even more are not therapeutic. This will probably apply
items (entitlement, rape, child molester)
pay.
haveamounts
such an to
urgency. The federal judge in the Wage case to every BER that has ever been inflicted
abilityOnl
to e,richpee.yiould
po'y.thaf cusf"..vhtch
were dropped due to lack of association with
'declined to allow the case to be conducted as upon MSOP residents, Make a file of your
well uvur tflD,011O,ovd'r'a y'tn jv0, time.
sexual recidivism...." (emphases supplied)
a class action in light of our lack of counsel HER's.
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These
may
be ue)es'.(o
you,case
but Whatever
at the time
askedofearly
in the efforts
ease. Psychological Medical Malpractice Recthey
havenotices
profound
impact
in 'the Wag,p
thewe
outcome
our current
ords: MSOP fails to treat its residents for
written about in my latest' aditinn,
newsletter ("The Legal Pad"). Herd'wlVnv to retain attorneys specializing in labor law, their diagnosed psychulogical issues, This
to revisit the issue of a class issue is broad, but here are some Questions

Freedom of Thought
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kind not comprising a predatory prautce submit sac to some domal effectively holding lion, not by reasoning. In fact, the recordIcome all at once, nei- ape riot the nstituti s involved, or even one back at sire rocrrnt le6el of treatment uqu of agislHtivE ho rtngv rusultu5 in
i°
ther does oppression. In both merely mentally entortainiog thrit
ttanwxit ad pmi5thli Lyon to onmation a poasaqc of tie MEPIbA of 1594 (this Minor
instances, there is a twilight
can anger the there dtrod even case de 8' lower, tNatflasopfiami. such denials of SlitS HPPIbDP commitment low" reveal
of them to threataniataIiation for expressing benefits one is dthsfwioc ohigible for, spuifi- arnphetiunhly flint the cdnuern was with sex
where everything remains
that possibility. That, in a vary real way, is an cally because one has curtain views, is a offenders who were thought to have no
seemingly unchanged.
.66
rid it is in such twilight attempt to deprive one not just of freedom of method of depriving untqf freedom of rugiutivu ability to resist all impulse to
commit a soy mlxix in iliu nivmevt Of that
expression, but also of freedom of thought. If thought
ithat we all must be
the treatment participant balding forth that To deny one freedom of thought in pectrany virprilsa.
most aware of change in the
proposition were the pimp speaking from his to the First Amendment, as aa'wladged That them was repeated in Kansas v,
air - however slight own experience, he would thus further .b'n and applied by plentiful case l.ffl, including llendi:ic,bs; and was only slightly modified five
46
est we become unwit- ban ad froib recalling any of his own memo- Supreme Court precedent. (The government years later in Kansas ir t'rans ('serious
L'nting victims of the
may not "invade[] the sphere ci intellect and difficulty" in self-control in such circumries cons istit with that proposition.
which it is the purpose'of tile first stances). In Minnesota. the lost of the
An ancinrj,quota claims that "As a man spirit
darkness.'
- Justice William 0. Douglas tinketh, so he." Yet it does not fallow that Amendment to our Constitoii to ru'verve Linehan decisions ("tibia/rem /P) construed
from all official cnntml" Wws't V4-gywy b'oa"c' this as applying to any sex crime, on the view
as a man th'i'nthat's what he does.
Looking of tbe'6ldiete1y preceding ex- olfducatithn r Parnette. 319 U.S. 924 (1943).) that no one would rationally decide to coinExilewing up sri a recent dalng with Clinical cerpt we
the To ockoowbadge that ii'sedorn of thought, but mit a sex crime. See also: /ars/?amajn 949
staff. I again exanoned the case of Harley Static-series "
rjdivisr risk than to permit detnntinn on account of its tl.W.2d 280, 288-97 (Minn. App. 29112): and /17
Beverly Morris, a former MSDP detainee who assessment in
through later exercise is in reality a total disemloawelment ion Sa,"za, . 2998 WL 2898709 (Minn. App,
died in 2914. Tersely put, Harley was a pimp rasearch' that /
o'er's acceptance of of that right Moreover, Standard I.D9 of the 2998).. tIaras summarized this view thus:
for many years. His later commitment vindnr
'"'...[l]f there is clear and convincing eviattitudes si'ypnr,tt'ia of 'sexual entitlement,
the Minnesota SDP law was partly based on 'rape,' and sul activity with children ['child /190=/4s.s',
requires all psychologists dance that appellant is highly likely to
91964
his pimping. However, this ei'ticlp dues not molester ottitbden']" do not have any associa- to "respect the rights of atners to hold reoftend, then there is clear and convincing
focus en whethar his crmmitrnent was a fair
tiun with sexual recidivism. More generally, values, attitudes, and opinisns that dffo:' x,dcucs that he is unable to control his
application of that comm tment law. Instead,
1/aim/n- /1 Oman Eva/uatd'ix,n Sex Uffandecs.' .4 from their own." Composing and proclaiming sexual impulses."
using that iesrj r.niy as a' illustration, I note /'/awja/ fuu'-C/w/ 05m117,tnxqnts and Beponi a psychological opiniroil as to any irp)ividual Note in this i'ngai-d that "thero.is presently
that same pimps contend that their conduct (Saga Publ'r b. 2002), at pp. 87-98, cites, as based in any part an his/her attifbdas,u no consensus among medical :professionals
as to the prostitutes 'aarking with or in among soc
matters looking in scientific blatantly violates this othicul restriction. See on how to measure a person's self-control."
association with then wxo.not predatory or cunfirmatioi
V ó'ecrgiw 334 U.S. 557.585, 885. /6171t7e P4w-aim "Construing £'ra,ys Examin"unconventional attitudes:
exploitative,
Ct. 1249, 22 L Ed. 2d 942 09BE) ("Diii' whole ing How State Courts Have Applied Its Lockcriminal at
These pimps insist that the usual asserted Furthw!"Ii9Ian earlier edition of thie newiet- constitutional haritepe raliegn at the thxuqhrt of-Control Standard,' 139 1/ Pa t ,7ay 1527,
stereotypes of violence against such prosti- ter ('mi: I, Issue 5), youehave airear r lained of giving government the power to central at 1559 (April 2912),. Therapists may be
tutes and of furnishing addictive drugs to that thiere is no cauritive relat'Ld hip be- man's minds"l; at. Kansas r. -sari 534 U.S. . stymied by the question that, if there is no
them in order to effectively enslave them to twgen use at nude or sexual image 'p vialng 4117, 412, l2 S. Ct. 867, SI L. Ed, 2d 853.. ,way to measure self-control in the face of
continued prostitution for that specific pimp child and later 'hands-on' panul qffid (2092).
. .
sunl impulse, then there is no way to treat
have no application to their own pimping adirst children. That 5'c'h (I) those who Yet, as isreail'yappardnt fi'orn the pricey- such irresistible response to such impulse,
conduct. Again, the purpose of this article is IT 'd'bson exposed to such materials: and (2) ing, myriad pronaunceinenils of,,dl1ffking Short of pharmaceutical treatment or brute
not to weigh-in on the accuracy or inacoura-, nsa wo taxer had been, committed crimes errors' (which really ,flmnunf t.,.n :ten aversive conditioning measures, there may
op of that denial by such pimps of such' if melestation at the very came rates. 14 thoughts claimed to bd,aobe n''n, not be any such treatment.
abusive practices, or whether such 'kinder, far1iir/ it would surely seam, neither would a incorrect perceptions) thatt1enyint
dp However, resort to sash barbaric
gentler pimping' is the exception or the rule. viewpoint about whether pimping was not of thought is exactly what MS0'
j'b measures would surely put into lime-lit highInstead, we start here with the fact that a universally predatory conduct by every pimp about doing. Of course, In actual afetttt4ffjih:. relief the fact that treatment should never
fundamental tenet of feminism is that pimp- have any impact on rates of commission of banished thoughts are simply implicit miser- be administered without cnrtBinty about
ing of prostitutes is an inherently exploita- sex crimes. As the excerpt preceding this tions by MSOP's Clinical Department that diagnosis of a symptom and its etiology,
tive, abtisiPm.i',a.tor practice by any article pointed out, the Stable-2907 dynmic there is only one correct view on the paint in Effectively, the question comes down to what
pimp as to any p 'al ii' 'S.vi ' ' to this sex-crime recidivism risk assessmenttool question, and that it is inherently universally ,(ifunyttvng) we are being treated for (and
tenet,- "pimpinig is
can- struck the item including acceptance of such applicable without any room for exceptinns, jitied ihat have we been committed far)?
demned,' Were this the end of it, that would attitudes as port of its revision from the or reservations.
. .n '
demonstrale, ptuol irresistible impulse,
j',Iop the viewpoint of various people. It Stable-2000.
This essentially erects o party E(anrm -instead
or
just general criminal sexual
could even be accepted that, as a political So the question expands to whether holding effectively a kind of oatechismfaith to motivation? The latter is wt a fit subject for
outcome of strident advocacy by thuse' such a view or even merely conjecturing it which one must subscribe as on MSOi°peat- commitment at all: its contrl through incaadhering to that tenet, pimping of prostitu- would, result in an MSOP treatment participant ment participant. To take issue 'wij..1'iailiation and deterrence is solely the
tion (traditionally included in , anti- being v1'iig advancement in treatment, or express any doubt about, or any thought of subject of the criminal law.
"pandering" laws) has been-subjected ,perhabdig0anicd transfer to MS0P-SP for limitation of the ybility of any paint .J''Na one denies that attempts-'emi be made
elevated criminal penalties in recent decades participate in acivoncod. treatment, or being this litanyoif'4th,%en to appear
tou.sjf,y what amounts to an emotionni
(here bypassing the special case of pimping denied coitipletisn of treatment and eligiilbty tha.htnst doubt or question 4ioit a.y P.,!b'y rationalizations that w.v1 nut hold
Of minors for prostitution).
'paint
-fofCPS.of being denied release to provision'suchis onr.n as on act evincing a Br-- eflctual logical validity a!'which ma'j he
However. the, ralvvvnee here iiwolve
el discharga.ur ultimately being denied ill 000aI ddngvnousness, as if one would name- cuntrury to the actual faoi of.h jixoil allowtoot that than claimed tent [if allayed univer- d:schongo tron commitment? Thip:nurtent nf .hmi ho ndcessnri)y far' maba likely to commit tion. Yet a therapist csxndt linen it hxth
sul opplicxhiht'j has fnuiro' to way ivtc "SlIP. ti
t/i iii jue with MSOi5 orapist syrpi a In esuLequent i mdiii tin vex a me bnroier wajv Either onin coo mitt sq -' ron ,lot,
in that i'ec'ar.t dialog w'tb Dli'iir:al t ir,i'upiotr strcoyt' suggest that eit)ie. nxprrssii,q surf nl.nnnoix'iog such an anati'vm-ulic view,
acres mom 'u.nuai. cngvti','e v uaesses. or

universal, inexorable fact, and to refrain from subliminally hypnotic so-called 'relaxation'
any independent thought about such asser- CDs, and coercion that forbids the thinking or
tions whatsoever forever is quite another. speaking of any competing view, has a name:
Doing the former is an invitation to a mind- it's called brainwashing. It is a large compoexpanding consideration of possibilities previ- nent of the overall effort of MSUP (completely
ously ignored. Doing the latter is a demand experimental, mind you) to completely deconfor mind-shuttering that adds a fourth monkey struct your persona and to build a totally new,
to the famous three who neither hear, see, different you.
Of course, any conversation with those in
nor speak any evil: "think no evil,"
While such a simple-sounding ban may be the final pro-release stage of this illintuitively attractive, it defies the underlying conceived, decades-long, and severely psyreality; Inviting consideration of alternative chologically damaging process should conperspectives evinces a confidence that the vince you that those confused treatmenttruth will eventually emerge and prevail. phrase-spouting automatons are a far cry
However, demanding a closing of ones mind from fully mentally functional individuals.
and blind acceptance of precepts jammed in Either they have come to actually believe the
by force displays a fear that such considera- real-life-ain't-this-way mumbo jumbo they
tion will arrive at some undesired outcome. If have been taught, or they have merely memotruth really is the inevitable outcome, this rized each buzz phrase for handy recitation at
betrays an uncertainty about what the truth the apt moment, in order to satisfy treatment
providers and MSUP's own assessors (and
But demanding that one consider whether actually is.
The
combination
in
place
in
MSDP
treatment
thereby fake-it-to-make-it). Either way, they
his view maybe a rationalization is one thing;
demanding that one accept on entire constel- of manipulation of the meanings of words and will spend the rest of their days as haunted
lation of treatment-supplied assertions as phrases ("neuro-linguistic programming"), and hallow for having been relentlessly sub-

instead, he acted from lust and/or other
strong emotional drives, with attempts at
rational justification only as an afterthought.
Conventional therapeutic theory would have
it the second way.

Brainwashing in
Action: Heavy
Agitation,
Extra Spin
An MSDP Epidmios?"'
Or Dchberg is u board seitifmt
trist having obtained derees from
ntd inhns..Hopkins, and completed a reiiency
at Stanford. He had traveled around thd world
doing work with en-hostages. As a result, he
had originated the term Stockholm Syndrome
in Medical literature
He described tF
"Stockholm Syndrome" as a pschvicvgicnl
phenomenon whereby a hostage develops
positive feelings for his or her captor. (Duo,
Sn/fed States v. vDbancay.. 715 f,2d fi4a. 547
fIlth Dir. 983].) He said that the theory was
ten years old and in the development rtvgv. but
was accepted by a large percentage of psychiatrists who had been introduced to it
Drs. Toney and Stock both sugyactod toe
possibility that Captivity Syndrome is closely
related to Stockholm Syndrome and also has
the same or very similar, necessary
(I) Prolonged captivity:
(2) Continuous, around-the-clock supvi'vision, such as guarding:
(3) An isolated environment;
(4) Removal of all supports;
(5) An attack on personality:
(8) A lack of privacy;
(7) Assault upon the total personality;
(8) A systematic use of reward and punishment;
(9) A tearing of the fabric of the personality;
and
(ID) The building up of anew personality.
This list of conditions describes the process
by the Chinese to "brainwash"
rduring the Korean
acterized in ely'ien

tific literature as the Triple-D Syndrome then the prime environment has been achieved.
(Debility, Dependency, and Dread), was refined Than through the body's own natural instinct to
into a highly sophisticated and effective ordeal learn, grow and survive the subject will develop
by the Chinese during the Korean conflict. In a 'take what it can get' mentality and quickly
published research, Dr. Robert lifton, a noted adept to that environment.
psychiatrist, synthesized the concepts of
Make no mistake about Stockholm Synsyndrome" from his exhaustive drome; it is a professional manipulator attackadd clinical evaluations of returning ing the mind like a virus and even though it
,ins held captive by the Chinese during does not actually kill the body it does destroy
an War.
the mind's ability to grasp or oven understand
Or;,,.-,.Stock insists that the scientifically reality thus leaving the victim easily open to
recognized and accepted theories of "captivity suggestion.
syndrnme
der"
and post tyaumatic stress disorSome of the dangers to look for can be
were seminal to his concept of found in people's behaviors and the ways
vivaluntor conversion as it related to invol people will drop their guard without even
vi vrv servitude. Those with involuntary knowing what they are doing. One can see for
r.ni1vr.sion" became "psychological hostages" example when people start to develop a 'give
and lost their "will" to leave the environment up' attitude, or make verbal statements to that
and the services of their captors. The effect such as: "I just go with the flow", or "It's
"captivity syndrome." as a characterized not so bad", or It is what it is." These seemingcoixlitian, had its genesis as a predictable ly harmless statements within that type of
scientiFic phenomenon in 1924 when Ivan environment should be considered red flags
Pv,')nv, a Russian physicist, first perceived the and carefully analyzed as symptoms or better
ralotionship between prolonged physical and avoided altogether.
Equivalent mental stress and control of behavOne of the biggest misconceptions people
ior patterns. The subject again received have is that Stockholm Syndrome only affects
considerable notoriety as a result of a preWar- the weak minded. However, that is definitely
vtiun of prisoner of war and concentration not true; this virus does net care how smart a
camps that existed during World War II.
person is, and all are at risk from it. It is true
that people of a lesser intelligence may be
This Epidemic Has spread Like a Virus
The environment is the key to spreading more easily suggestible and could acquire the
this type of syndrome acting much like a virus. syndrurne more quickly, but they are unlike
Within that prime environment the subject will people of greater intelligence in that they may
behave whatever he/she is being told to be be more easily cured from Stockholm Synhave as the truth. This is because within that drome, whereas the people of grouter intelliideal environment most of, if not all other gence may suffer the effects longer, having
information to dispute what is being taught has difficulty adjusting to new information and
already been removed. Isolation is the best for having a herder time recovering. It almost
training the subject to accept. Much like a cult, takes a precursory knowledge of the syndrome
for any cult to truly flourish seclusion from and its symptoms to avoid it from taking held.
society is not only necessary but the main Most people who have Stockholm Syndrome
ingredient. Once the subjects are restricted are not aware they have it and will even defend
from ar.ajtugether'withoet any ether sources' themselves with attitude. In fact, they are
of iivfvi'noallev to dispute what is beingtauoht, most likely to. be happier than those who don't
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jected to this complete tear-down process.
If this isn't your personal goal. you should
develop the habit of listening closely to
every assertion made or implied by therapists. and challenging each one that dues not
square with your own knowledge or experience. If you quail at the thought of their
disapproval of you for doing so, I suggest
you read the article that immediately follows
this one. Than ask yourself where you are
on that slippery slide down to the Stockholm
Syndrome.

have it within that same environment.
Though many are still not sure how it
actually functions within the mind, it is believed
that the mind does not recognize that anything
at all is wrong -- which makes it dangerous. It
is as if it somehow pollutes the logic center of
the brain thus making the subject more susceptible to suggestions and blocking previously
learned knowledge from disputing any new
information, and instead allowing emotions to
overpower logic and making what you would
not have ordinarily believed suddenly become
believable.
For example, if you were being fed a meal
and over time it started getting worse, you
may not notice that nearly as much as you
would have early on. However, after some
time passes you would start to complain and
eventually the food would be taken from you as
a form of punishment, then in an effort for
survival you comply with whatever rule simply
to get the food back, only now the food would
be e lesser quantity or quality than originally
served.
The way Stockholm Syndrome works is that
you would be happy just to get the food back even getting emotional about it -- and those
emotions would interfere with or even block
out previous memories, of when the food was
much better. You would simply be glad tIia
you are eating again and just surviving would
be enough.
In fact, using techniques like taking what a
parson needs for survival such as food, wutur,
shelter, and clothing for warmth have a for
more profound effect on the subject's mind.
Then giving some things back a little at a time
as rewards confuses or distorts reality, teaching that compliance and obedience is what gets
you fed or clothed, not the fact that you actually needed these things,
The Game Plan
Those who are working for full cooperation

(Continued from page 5)
or compliance from their captive audiences will
use several tried and true techniques. Some of
I those are as follows: (Try looking for these in
your environment if you have any suspicions.)
I. Stressful Environment: Stress will need to
remain a constant element for success. For
example, things like constant change, little or
no certainties, keep the subjects guessing,
confused and disoriented. This in turn
should cause them to want some type of
direction and even welcome guidelines.
2.Ultimatums: This part falls into place next
and is a technique that uses punishment or
intimidation for training the subjects to
accept that there are no other alternatives.
This works best when all or most of the
previous alternatives have been removed
from that environment.
3.Reward System: This is when the subjects
will usually and firstly lose many of their
previous amenities, namely fun activities,
multiple creature comforts including food,
as well as other things as a form of punishment and then after some time without these
things will start to get them hack in lesser
amounts as a reward for compliance. The
mind identifies that the reward was for being
good, not that the subject wanted or reThe Tower of Babel" by Hieronymus Bosch
quired those things.
4. Appreciation: for the things given back is
required, even expected from the subjects. B law 178 (Summer 2005), presents these know about the importance of dynamic risk dynamic risk factor ore notoriously unstable;
Than in turn more things are given back as points about use of 'dynamic factors" to divine factors is comparable to what we know about the different researchers have reached opposing
rewards for showing appreciation for the a tendency toward sex-crime recidivism:
results about almost all such dynamic factors.
importance of static rink factors...,'
earlier things returned. Thus furthering the
p. 178 (abstract): '...[T]here are considera"Conceding that the 'static' actuarial ap- Dr. Pescucci conceded: "...[T]here's some
compliance and creating a preferred and bly lass empirical data regarding dynamic proaches of ARA had proven inaccurate, the qualitative assessment, so I guess some
expected cycle of behavior.
factors than static factors. Therefore evalua- MSIIP Report trumpets a more recant emphasis subjectivity." (KarsjusTrial Tr., v. B. p. 1878).
5.Recruitment: In the further stages of the tors should use considerable caution in using on "dynamic risk" assessment techniques,
'Among the vague end subjectively assyndrome this is used in cases where multi- dynamic factors to adjust risk assessments
However, this discussion ignores all of the sessed factors in the Stable-2007 are these:
ple subjects are being held. Larger rewards based on static factors, and we should clearly aforementioned 'protective factors that reduce lack of concern for others, impulsivity, poor
are given to only some of the subjects that communicate the lack of empirical base for risk recidivism likelihood." Instead, it only refers (at problem solving, hostility towards women, and
are more easily manipulated. This is only -assessment adjustments based on dynamic p. 10) to negative "dynamic risk factors' that negative emotionality. (Id, p. 1977). State v
done in the effort to got the majority or hard I factors.'
"are associated with risk for reoffending." Michael /?a,qaa Opinion, No. ID-E-84, 2911 N.H.
cases into compliance. These recruiters will
p. 197:'.1 know of no data suggesting that redefining such factors an being comprised of Super. LEXIS 110 (New Hampshire Superior
use envy and jealousy of their positions or assessment of such factors during long-term "psychological vulnerabilities or mechanics" that Court, N. Dint. Of Hillsborough County, Apr, 12.
rewards received to help them recruit confinement assists in prediction of sexual "significantly increase risk for raoffending." This 2911), at p. 12, odds mention of these additional
others.
recidivism after release,"
contravenes the actual forensic literature, which factors on the Stablo-2007: absence of signifiG. love and Pride: After many years have
p. 97: Show me a peer-reviewed journal describes "dynamic" rick factors as all things, cant social influences, a lack of capacity for
passed and the subjects have become article that shows cross-validated evidence whether internal or external, or whether deliber- relationship stability, emotional identification
comfortable in that environment they begin that certain dynamic risk factors add incre- ately altered by an individual offender or instead with children, feelings of general social rejecto love and even respect their captors. In mentally to the accuracy of actuarial risk simply either spontaneous or inexorable (such as tion, sex drive/preaccupatinn, sex as a coping
fact in some cases defending them and assessments and I will show you evaluators the effects of middle- or old-age on libido).
device, deviant sexual preference, and the
viewing them as their, superior and even who are likely to agree about when it is reason"It appears that the MOOR Report's emphasis extent of cooperation with supervision. In
willing to din for them.
ably safe to release a person from long-term on this distorted mis-definition of "dynamic risk addition to the uncertainty as to the presence
sex-offender treatment. Problem: no such factors" as being an individual's purported of each of these factors, lust what, if any,
research. Result: disagreement.'
criminogenic needs" is a desperate attempt to relationship exists between most of them and
Stable-2007 Dynamic p. 198:'for our purposes, the key findings redefine the overall rationale for sex offender sexual offendinq is utterly unclear and comRisk Factor Scoring: are that the mean effect sizes for risk assess- commitment. MOOR thus spins dynamic factors pletely unproven. It is simply a list of nuesses'
ment instruments are relatively high (above the
being evils particular to ouch sex offender, at recidivism factors. While some might apply
Acts of Subjective, 'medium' range) and the mean effect sizes for as
such that something terrible and ominous can be to rapists of adult women, it seems intuitively
Boundless Caprice dynamic variables associated with treatment said against each one both in commitment cases clear that those same factors (e.g., hostility
SUCCESS are relatively low (often below the and in petitions by any committed sex offender toward woman) have nothing to do with sexual
'5u'de/7 Complaint excerpt: Section XIV.N,, 'small' range). ...The mean effect sizes for lack for release/discharge.
recidivism as to pedophiles. Dr. Pascucci
pp. 873-67R:
of victim empathy, denial of sexual crime,
"The sale dynamic risk tool used by MOOR, the admitted that the Department of Human Ser"MSUP's Misuse of 'Dynamic Risk" Is Simply minimizing culpability, low motivation for treat- Stable-2007, is widely criticized for its subjective vices had never conducted a study of applicaExcuse-Making to Commit and to Keep Detained. ment at intake, and poor prognosis in treatment and open-ended criteria judnment standards. tion of the Stable-2007 as to inter-rater
"Uragory DeC/Lie. 'Avoiding Garbage 2: (post) are -.09, .92, fIB, -.08, and .14, respec- Dynamic risk factor application in general is open reliability. (Id.. P. 1870).
Assessment of Risk for Sexual Violence altar tively.'
'Moreover, this list is open-ended, and
to a vast sea of differing interpretations. FurLong-Term Treatment,' 33 Jour. III Psychiatry
'...[W}e should not pretend that what we ther, the statistics behind use of each specific other matters may be imported into the instru11

(Continued on page 7)
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mont by the rater on an ad hoc basis in any
given case. In Regain for instance, the court
observed: Because Or. Jensen merely borrowed factors and employed them out of context, the value that Stable-2007 would ascribe
to the factors is not considered. The result is
the items are used in on idiosyncratic manner
and without empirical support.
"In Regain (ibk). Dr. Abbott also questioned
whether the items overlap or are redundant
with items on the actuarials used by the MOT.
For example, "Capacity for Relationship Stability on the Stable-2997 appears to duplicate
the "Intimacy Deficits" factor on the Static'The result is that it is unclear whether
applying the Stable-2997 risk items in this
manner creates on artificial increase in the risk
of recidivism through the use of duplicative or
invalid factors. Accordingly, testimony regarding the Stable-211117 dynamic risk factors is
inadmissible.' (Ibid.)
'The Stable-2007 as an instrument has only
been standardized on community samples,
meaning that use of this tool in on institutional
setting will require some modification along
with a degree of caution and interpretation.
This is not currently happening at MSUP.
[Karsjws 708 Experts' Report, P. 40, quoted at
Trial Tr., pp. 542-43; accord: Dr. Pascucci, Trial
Ir., v. B. 879: the Stable 2007 hasn't been
validated an an institutionalized population]. On
this, Or. Caldwell testified, 'The Stable-2007
was developed and narmed with community
samples. And many of the items have to do with
the selection of peers, an association of other
individuals, things that are essentially meaningless in a confined setting where the individual is
only allowed to interact with certain individuals
under certain limited circumstances. And so,
that is really not an appropriate scoring risk
scale for an individual that has been confined.
It's really not on appropriate scale to be using.
I would not expect those -- I don't think there is
any basis to expect that these scores would be
veh'd.' (Kar'sj'nsTrial Tr., v. It, p.25118).
Despite this fundamental criticism, Dr.
Wilson observed that MSDP uses the Stable2007 'as port of the treatment progress review. I think it's also used if there is an evaluation for the 599. So if someone is going forward to the 899 -- and actually, that's where
we observed it most We had the opportunity to
observe two or three 898 hearings, and in
those, there was reference to the Stable2007.' (KarsjnsTrial Ir., v. 3, pp. 548-49). Dr.
Freeman stated flatly that MSOP use of the
Stable-2087 'is not appropriate for an inpatient
population.' (Id. v. 4, p. 789). See also: Drapery
DeC/va, "Avoiding Garbage 2: Assessment of
Risk for Sexual Violence after Long-Term
Treatment." 33 J Psychiatry S Z. 179, 198
(2005) (advising caution in the use of dynamic
risk factors in determining whether offenders
continue to meet commitment criteria).
"Dr. Herbert testified that other actuarial
tools may be used by her assessment staff as
well. This includes the VRS-SD. She testified

that this tool creates a lot of subjective decisian-making by the assessor. Obviously, such
subjectivity is the cause of grave inaccuracy,
just as it is in ca-called clinical-judgment-based
assessment. (Trial Tr., v. 24. P. 52118).
"Some evaluators of sox offender recidivism
have striven to "adjust" (almost invariably
upward) scores derived from a given RAI on
'clinical' considerations. This is just an attempt
to resurrect the "DRA" approach despite its
extreme inaccuracy. To justify this, such
clinical evaluators will cite certain facts that
they claim are beyond the factors examined by
the RAI that such evaluators claim need to be
reckoned into the probability of the subject sex
offender's likelihood of future re-offense.
However, the range of such supposedly extraneous matters proposed by clinically oriented
evaluators as further Factors, upon which to
justify inflating the RAI-derived recidivism
probability is endless. Dana/c H Darea
43tfrig Sex Oufeaders.'A Manual/ar Civil Commitments and beyaad(Sage Publ'ns. 211112), at pp.
87-88, cites these, for instance, as among
such matters lacking in scientific confirmation;
'insulting, teasing, and obnoxious verbal
behaviors; lack of consideration of others;
unconventional attitudes; criminal attitudes;
shallow effect superficiality; tension; medication noncompliance; problems with housekeepmy or cooking; poor self-care and personal
hygiene: substance abuse; physical self-abuse;
suggestible and easily led; problems with money
management; ...firestarting; criminal associates; inappropriate dependency).... excitement,
anxiety, mania, anger, _depression, quilt feelings.... poor use of leisure time, unpopular,
social withdrawal, inactivity, excessive shyness,
poor assertion, lack of family support)....
violent lifestyle, criminal personality, weapon
use, substance abuse....'

"Dr. Vietanan explained the impact of this
procedure;
"U. What would a higher score on the Stable
mean?
'A. A higher scoring increases risk. So I can
give you an example.
"El. Please.
"A. On the Stable, these are dynamic risk
factors. I may read someone's finding of fact
and not see impulsivity, for instance, in their
offending pattern. So I may have scored it a I in
the middle, because they are getting a 0, I or a
2. So until we get to know them better. we don't
know, are they a 0, you know, with really not an
impulsivity problem, or are they a 2 with a huge
impulsivity problem and I just didn't see it? And
Dr. Allen explained to me that until we get to
know them better, we will assume it is higher.
So there were multiple times that they went to
2s when I would have scored them Is until we got
better handle on the client." (Trial Tr., Id., pp.
2299-2300). Or, yietanen stated that this
happened "regularly." (Id... p. 2384).
'Thus, in essence, Dr. Viotonon was being told
by her superiors to err an the side of assuming
greater danger than any known facts would
warrant, and often contrary to known facts
(such as those in the findings of fact in her
example), and to continue to do so until some
contrary information disproved the factor in
question.
"Even more troubling, Or. Vietanen testified
that group therapy notes are sometimes written
in deliberately adverse ways in a deliberate
effort to thwart a given treatment participant's
progress in treatment simply because he is
disliked, citing this example:
'...[TJhe staff was told to document every
single thing Mr. Korsjens did in group. That
seemed inappropriate. Part of what Mr.
Karsjens was asking was how are we supposed
to feel safe in a treatment group when we have
persons who were security personnel now in our
treatment group. And that was a real sticking
paint for him. My question to our clinical supervisor on the unit was, are you asking us to target
Mr. Karsjens in documentation for his behavior
more than anybody else? I didn't get a response. I got a lack.' (Id.. p. 2308).
"lawyer X Deviant hjs/i'a: The American
flvlai,v, (In Depth Media, 2014, avail,:
www.amazon.com), at pp. 83-84, adds these
further 'dynamic factors': 'poor social support,
antisocial peers, antisocial/impulsive lifestyles,
hostility, anxiety, poor coping mechanisms,
substance abuse, intimacy deficits,
unemployment, ...poor grooming.' Many of these
are 'acute,' that is, varying greatly from aye
period to the next (eq., doily, weekly, or monthly
variation). All of these matters are amorphous
and subject to extremely subjective iudgment.
Moreover, none of them has any clearly demonstrated causal or indicative relationship to sex
crime commission.
"lawyer X supre at 90-91, cites Prettily,
Janus. at at "Sexually Violent Predators,..,",
supro, at 12 Psychoi, Pub. Pol,i'Slaw 378 as
explaining that use of these claimed factors is
done in an adverse, 'cherry-picking' manner,
seeking to confirm an apriari opinion that the
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offender remains dangerous. In other words,
merely any criticism whatsoever that can be
laid against o given sex offender, regardless
how far removed from sex offending, can be
claimed, with no scientific accountability, to
justify increasing the asserted level of sexcrime recidivism probability. This is the end of
science.
"lawyer ..t' ibid states that the aforementioned MSOP Deport admits use of such
"negative dynamic risk factors," but redefining
them even more amorphously as
"psychological vulnerabilities or mechanics"
that "significantly increase risk of reoffending." This contravenes the actual forensic
literature, which describes dynamic risk
factors as "all things, whether external or
internal, or whether deliberately altered by an
individual offender or instead simply either
spontaneous or inexorable (such as the effects
of middle age on libido).
"It appears that the MSUP Report's emphasis on this mis-definition of "dynamic risk
factors" as being on an individual's purported
"criminunenic needs" is a desperate attempt at
reinventing the rationale for commitment in a
way that returns the focus to 'clinical impressions' without any accountability. Now MSOP
wants to spin dynamic factors as reflecting
evils particular to each sex offender, such that
something terrible and ominous can be said
against each one in commitment or release
proceedings. In other wards, things that MSOP
calls "dynamic risk factors" are all adverse
Claimed "deficits" that the sex offender must
"work on," and, so it is claimed, only MSOP
treatment in commitment can allow that. This
is the rankest departure from science imaginable, and a deliberate subsidence into the miring
depths of pure character assassination in
service of rationalizing a 'permanent employment plan' for MSOP 'therapists' - at the
expense of their captives' permanent loss of
freedom as fodder to this vicious system.
our very nature, humans are not only
changeable, we are constantly changing, even
when we don't went to and when we are unaware of such personal change. Even firm
intent to recidivete can, and usually does melt
away over time as individuals experience and
witness numerous events, learn of myriad
things, and have discourse with any number of
other individuals. Life is full of advance repentance of such temptations to do evil deeds,
whether petty or enormous. As surely as each
one of us has experienced some such abandoned temptation, it is unfair to treat others as
incapable of such abandonment of temptation.
To commit someone to lifetime detention
engages exactly that presumption, and then
puts the seal of judicial condemnation, not upon
the deed, but upon the man."

(Continued on page 8)
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An Ironic Quote
from One of the
Biggest SO
Commitment
Hatchet Men
"The success rate of inpatient sex offender
treatment is about half that of outpatient
treatment (Texas Oapartmenf of State Health
Services 2(111). According to the report, sex
offenders who are civilly committed and
placed in locked, secure residential facilities
can choose not to participate in treatment.
"In California, 811% of offenders in inpatient
settings refuse treatment. The rates of
treatment refusal in Wisconsin and Florida are
also high (75% and 70%, respectively).
According to the report, it has been suggested
that clients are routinely advised by their
attorneys to avoid disclosure and refuse
treatment." (P/aniifrei Sex Offender Treatment
with Sound Public Policy and Economic Accountahi//iy. Author: Paul I/altman. Phil)

PPG - Revelations
from a 'Sleeper'
Article
I have previously quoted an academic article
Of the major problems with usfpIethysrnoq
raphy (PPG) on sex offenders (see:
"Plethysrnography - Wrongly Testing the Wrong
Thing," TLP, Vol. I, No. 10, pp. 8-8). However, as
so often seems true, something always comes
to light afterward that requires addition. This is
one of those cases,
Many who have taken the PPG exam hare in
MSBP have complained that false reports have
resulted, claiming that erections occurred
when none did, or that some penile movement
toward an erect state was detected when none
was experienced by the test subject (that would
be you). Accusations of fraud have been leveled
against examiners. This is not to disagree with
such accusations. I have addressed the issue
of the lack of standardization and of divergent
practices as potentially offering a chance for
fraudulently falsified outcomes in that earlier
i article. However, what I have learned may be
an overlooked aspect of how the test works
that could explain how false interpretations by
examiners of starts toward erections may have
been arrived at. This is a flaw in the circumferenco-rnleasuring method of PPG testing that
may well be inherent and unavoidable. Hear
with the following somewhat-technical explanation.
While closely studying another very helpful
article about PPG, "Of Penology and Perversity:
The Use of Penile Plethysmography on Convictad Child Sex Offenders,' by Jason If Od.eshog

TBmp!B Il Atlml
law 4avi"ny Vu!.
14. page I. at 7, in particular reading about the
datails of the "circumferential" version of FF11
testing (titin is the rubber-like ring around the
base nftb e penis with strain gauge to measure
girthaxpalesion as a means to detect erection, I
came acri ss the following terse passage:
"Studiits have shown Jhat arousal results
in change o in length before changes in circumference [in the erecting process], and indeed
that moreases in the penis's length may initially
narrow he penis's shah thus indicating
reduction of arousal according to the circumferential method,35 The volumetric method is
less camrrionly used, however, because it is
more cornibaruome and costly than the circumferential Imethod." Note 38, referring to Note
37 is particularly explanatory:
"See e.g., Shrirtophar itt Earls S William 1.
Marsha/i "The Simultaneous and Independent
Measurerrlent of Penile Circumference and
Length," I 4 Behav. Pea. Methods and/astrumentat/on 44 7. 448 (1882) (stating that "(!It is
apparent from on inspection [of the data] that
the early stages of erection are characterized
by a otrclag inverse relationship between the
two penilE dimensions: During erection, length
increases continually: circumference decreesas slightig before mncreesinq."). "(all emphases
ad dad for clarifying emphasis).
Now here is where these observations
become Important; Conversely to that dascribed henurnenon, a lack of arousal coupled
with fear or revulsion in reaction to the particulor stimi Ii used, can cause penis shrinkage in
length, in turn causing the pirth of the flaccid,
shrinkino penis to expand. This will give
circumference reading that would incorrectly
be interpreted as a 'starter' erection, In other
words, you will be incorrectly read as reacting
with sexual excitement to stimuli that would
actually do no such thing to you, but instead
would cause your penis to shrink — quite literally - in horror. This converse phenomenon and
its capacity to throw off the accuracy of finding
from the circumferential PPS procedure has
not been written about in the professional/
academic literature (yet, at any rate). However, the effect of such creation or worsening the
inaccuracy of that test has certainly been
discussed, and indeed, the use of the FF11 has
been greatly reduced in recent years in large
part because of claims of inaccuracy. Thus, for
instance, at this time, only 18% of members of
ATSA still incorporate FF11 use in sex offender
treatment Overall, the number of such treatment programs in North America using the FF11
exam dropped from 112% in 1882 to 25%
(Odes/ion. id.. p. 7).
Other aspects of FF11 testing appear to
worsen the chance that this misinterpreted
reading will be wrongly read as sexual excitement. L/oeshoo (p. 8) notes that PPS stimuli
maybe presented for varying periods, but
sometimes as short as "mere seconds" per
stimulus. In that context, it seems quite likely
that full erection would not be achieved in
many, perhaps uvon most cases. Indeed,
administration of a PRO exam is not geared

i

i
p

toward provoking full and lasting erections.
/Jdes/iooexplains:
"The plethysmograph is capable of measuring changes in tumescence long before the
subject himself becomes aware of them.113 It is
very rare for a subject to become fully aroused
during an examination.04 Instead, an increase
of about forty percent is considered to indicate
a high degree of attraotiun.85 An increase of
less then ten porcent on the other hand, is
typically considered statistically insignificant."
Again, the significance of this is best grasped
by pondering the converse of the lest phrase,
that is, any increase (in girth) of even only ten
percent or slightly more is regarded as a significant indicator of a positive excitation response
to a given sexual stimulus. To all males, it is
intuitively obvious from life's experiences that a
10% transient increase in girth can easily have
no sexual prompting cause at all. Therefore, the
odds are clearly high of occurrence of the
particular phenomenon described here of pausing girth expansion, as biologically merely a
follow-on from a penis shrinking in length from
lack of sexual excitement (especially after
excitement is expected, as can be expected
occur during a FF11 exam).
The foregoing- aids in explaining why the
PPG's level of scientific validity and reliability
are too low for acceptance as evidenca. As
fldashoo (p. 1(1) states, "...[T)he evidence is
ultimately too ambiguous, and the procedure
vulnerable to too many complications, to be
deemed trustworthy.,.. [S]tudies indicate that
PPG's .,.test-retest reliability is quite poor." The
phenomenon I describe could easily account for
most, if not all of this discrepancy, since stimuli

selected would likely vary in the retest, or at
least, the ordering of their presentation to the
subject would almost surely be deliberately
jumbled. Unless careful notes ore taken to
allow matchup of stimulus to the some stimulus in the retest, it would not be possible to
determine whether a 'shrinkage reaction' to a
given stimulus were the cause of a transient
increase in girth to accommodate that lengthshrinkage.
In actual FF11 practice. "a whole host of
factors that affect erectile responses are
generally not factored into experiments and
assessments using FF11, including age (as
offenders age, they are loss likely to display
deviant erectile responses), intelligence
(offenders with lower lUs are more likely to
appear deviant than those with higher Us), and
even the time of year during which the test is
performed (since testnsterane levels, which
are believed to affect sexual responding,
undergo seasonal fluctuations)." Of these
examples, the first two maybe explained by the
fact that those in those two populations of the
older and the smarter may well be disparately
more greatly impacted by fears as to an
erectile response to stimuli. Hence, as members of these two classes are tested with the
FF11, the likelihood that their only reactions to
such stimuli will be the very length-shrinkage
under discussion here. Unfortunately, this
would seem to suggest that members of these
two populations have a greater likelihood of
being severely misread as having experienced
some erectile response (when none in fact
occurred).
(Continued on page 9)
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The word a'rou;d the office is that you 1'izie
an attitude problem.
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fideshon (p. 12) also notes that some men From the Gladden Complaint:
have a capacity to display erectile arousal
deliberately when shown stimuli that they do
not in fact receive any true sexual excitement
from. As he puts it, this can "...allow[] someone with deviant tendencies to appear more
'normal'." However, this is more likely encountered when someone with true 'crossover
The MCCTA Act Of 1994 Lacks Any Foundation
attractions to both adults and children is
Whatsoever In Psychological Science And
tested. Indeed, the PPG is not able to successInstead Is Purely The Product Of Political
fully distinguish between incest offenders and
Action,
rapists. (fideshon Note 76, citing IVL Marshall
II YM Fernandez, Fhello,netric TestinQ with
The SOP Required Element, 'Has Manifested
Ssxija/llffe7ders54, at 52(2003).) A rapist
a Sexual, Personality, or Other Mental
may have interest in rape and other forcible
Disorder or Dysfunction," Calls Ear Reliance
sexual imposition upon both adults and children
on Testimony Based on Pure 'Junk Science'
- perhaps indiscriminately, for instance, but be
and Unscientific and Anti-Scientific Definiable to 'force' an erectile response to images
tions Which Are Utterly Vague and Comof women, while suppressing an erectile repletely Boundless.
sponse to images of children.
All currently prevailing definitions of
Since this appears to something unlikely to
he achieved by pure' pedophiles, one might be "poraphiliao" of any kind, "psychopathy,"
able to argue that the PPI3 has more validity to "antisocial personality disorder." or any purported
single out that particular type of deviance. sexual or personality "disorder," "dysfunction."
However, in fact, "...meny researchers have "clinical construct," or "abnormality" are vague
found that a large percentage of non-sex and lacking in discernible bounds, and are subject
to subjective or impressionistic interpretation or
offenders display some degree of arousal to
application.
stimuli involving young children." (Odeshon p.
12). Oftentimes, "[a]lthnugh the arousal was
/111k179/W/
slight enough to have remained unknown by the
The element "disorders" is inherently boundsubjects themselves, it was significant enough lessly vague and in one instance, simply restates a
to be detectable via the plethysmograph." type of sex crime,
Ousting the first PPG researcher. Freund,
As a general matter, the APA has found a
fideshna ibid adds, "[T]he number of people powerful tool in its diagnostic manual. The USM
sensitive in this regard among males who have is known as the 'bible' of psychiatry and is widely
non-deviant sexual preferences mast be influential across professional disciplines.
substantial.' Freund's finding might be token to Through the acculturation of the DSM, the APA
mean that many normal men actually harbor virtually appropriated the field of mental health,
sexual desire for children and simply foil to act While purportedly based on scientific principles,
on the desire. Indeed. Freund's finding has led the OSM is, at its core, a political document the
some to suggest that such arousal is not truly APA is a professional organization that clearly
deviant [citing Lawrence 4. Stanley; "The Child came to understand its ability to assert its
Porn Myth," 7 L'8rdnzm4rts SEal. Id 205. 299 power in the broader world. This is true even for
matters otherwise reserved to legal profession(1986) (stating that sexual desire for minors
ale. A particularly relevant strategy was emmay actually be common and normal among
ployed when the institution adopted the nomenadults)]. But a less controversial and equally clature of 'mental disorder.' which allowed the
plausible interpretation is that physiological APA to broaden the OM's cnverage arid the
erectile responses do net always accurately institution's influence in the law enormously.
indicate sexual interest.'
"When psychiatry turned away from the term
However, it appears necessary to juxtapose 'mental illness' to the expansive 'mental disornext to this the finding that "only 50% of child der,' it opened a Pandora's Box whereby almost
molesters display deviant arousal patterns on any behavior can be deemed an affliction of the
the test." Indeed, the "PPO is better at identi- mind - and used by law to meet its own political
fying extra-familial child sex abusers than it is ends. If law is a vehicle in which political ideas
at identifying other classes of sex offend- are executed psychiatry has unwittingly given
ers." (ildeshon p. 11). It seems a reasonable the law the moans to achieve politically efficient
conjecture that pure' pedaphiles are more ends for dealing with many socially and politicallikely to be non-marrying, and thus be seen ly difficult problems.
'The APA has, since the adoption of the broadonly as extra-familial sex offenders.
er genus offered by the 'mental disorder' terminology, continued to expand its coverage. The
DSM originally listed lOB mental disorders in its
first edition in 1952. The most current edition,
the DSM-IV-TR, lists over 250 disorders. Conceivably, the APA can attempt to encompass
virtually any mental phenomenon within the
USM's taxonomy. With its creation and maintenance of the OSM. the APA now wields enormous
power over any person or institution, including
the law, willing to be governed by its epistemology and its nosulogy.

SDP: "Disorder" Invites Utterly Vague,.
Boundless, Pure
'Junk Science.'

"The APA has asserted its dominion in the
criminal justice arena, more specifically, in
adjudging deviance as a mental health issue. In
propagating and monopolizing its classification
system for psychiatry, the APA discovered that
'any behavior that produced discomfort or socially undesirable behavior could be asserted as
representing a disordered psyche irrespective of
biological evidence.' Regarding sexual deviance
and paraphilias, as cases in point, critics contend
that the DSM categorizes them as mental disorders not because of 'some mental degeneration of
the brain but because such behavior is socially
construed to be a process of a sick mind." (ill
Ham//ton "Adjudicating Sex Crimes as Mental
Disease," 33 Pace I. Hen 536-599, 544-45;
citations omitted).
There is no science whatsoever to support the
notion that sex offenders commit sex offenses
because they suffer from any mental or emotional
malady (illness, "disorder," or "dysfunction") or
"abnormality," In truth, very few detainees in MSDP
have ever been diagnosed as suffering from any
recognized "mental illness" as identified by the
Di'agnostii- andStatilctica/Manuai Version V ("OSM8') of the American Psychiatric Association. In
those relatively few cases, there is no causal link
between the illness in question and the detainee's
commission of any sex crime.
"Mental disorder is not a scientific or medical
concept but a lay concept and a value judgment."
// Kiitch/ns BSA K,k Makthq fix Crazy BSM The
Psychiatric Bible ann' the Creation of Mental
,qicorders(New York; Free Press, 1997). p. 28.
"Mast psychiatric disorders are idiopathic
conditions with no known ceases. The literature
is filled with debate about what constitutes a
disorder or how one defines a case. Critics
question the validity of current diagnostic classifications or nosulogies, challenging their fundamental, assumptions or theoretical underpinnings.
Because there is no method for externally validating currant diagnostic constructs (i.e., verifying
their accuracy using external measures that do
not depend on the constructs themselves), it is
likely that the field will be rife with controversy
until the causes that load to the emergence of
specific clinical conditions can be determined."
[If Chine. "Determining Causation in Psychiatry,"
in KA. Phi/l4ns, MB Ficst B HA. Pincys (ads.),

Advanci?nq DSM Dilemmas i)n Psychiatric fliaqinohis- (Washington, D.C.; American Psychiatric
Association, 2003). p,1.
"dC Wakefield "Disorder as Harmful Dysfunction; A Conceptual Critique of USM-111-R's Definition of Mental Disorder," 98 Psychological I/er/awn
232-247 (1892)]. 232, identified the subcategory
of psychodiagnostic validity, which he termed
conceptual validity, defining it as 'discriminating
disorder and nondisorder.' Wakefie/dexplained.
'Criteria that identify all individuals with disorders, and only individuals with disorders, are
referred to as a conceptually valid criteria" [dC
Wakefield "Sexual Reorientation Therapy; Is It
Ever Ethical? Can It Ever Change Sexual Orientation?" 32(5) Archives of Sexual Beha Wor457-459
(2003)]. p.30
"A critical component of diagnostic validity is
reliability. Diagnostic reliability 'concerns the
consistency with which diagnoses are employed
by different clinicians or on different occasions,',..
"The U.S. Supreme Court justices deciding
Hendricks and Cane also recognized a substantive due process form of conceptual validity for
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psychodiagnosis. In Kansas v. Crane(2032), the
Court limited the scope of SVP commitments at
follows;
"[T]here must he proof of serious difficulty in
controlling behavior. And this, when viewed in
light of such features of the case as the nature
of the psychiatric diagnosis, and the severity of
the mental abnormality itself, must be sufficient
to distinguish the dangerous sexual offender
whose serious mental illness, abnormality, or
disorder subjects him to civil commitment from
the dangerous but typical recidivist convicted in
an ordinary criminal case: (p. 413)
"In ether words, the justices suggested that,
in ardor for a civil commitment statute to be
consistent with the constitutional limits on state
power imposed by the Fourteenth Amendment's
Due Process Clause, the statute's criterion for
conimittability that specified a mental condition,
i.e., "mental disorder" or "mental abnormality."
would have to distinguish between persons who
have that condition from those who do net
Thomas K Zander; "Civil Commitment without
Psychosis; The Law's Reliance on the Weakest
Links in Psychodiagnosis," I Jour. I/f Sexual
flffenderCivilCommitmejnt: Science and the Law
Ii, at 33-31 (2305).
"Although there is general ...consensus that
persons who are psychotic are validly conceptualized as being mentally ill, there is much less
consensus that persons whose sexual behavior
deviates from social norms are so conceptualized." (In', p. 34)
"The State of Washington, which was the first
state to enact an SVP law, did so only 6 years
after repealing its sexual psychopathy low [HH
Morris "The Evil That Men Do; Perverting Justice
to Punish Perverts." 2000(4) 11mm n/Ill L. Hex
1199-1231 (2933)1. Morris (p. 203) noted that
the repeal of sexual psychopathy laws nationally
had been based on the inability of mental health
professionals 'to identify a specific mental
disorder experienced by individuals who should
be included within the targeted group and the
lack of successful treatment methodologies to
improve their condition
"How could yxychodiogenois of sex offenders
for civil commitment be conceptually invalid in
the 1980b, and then suddenly regain validity
few years later? It would be difficult to imagine
physical condition being considered a disease,
than being debunked as a disease. only to be
relabeled a disease a few years later. Furthermore, the second rationale for repealing the
sexual psychopathy laws a lack of successful
treatment methodologies
appears to have
equal applicability to current SVP commitment
laws, because research regarding the treatment
of sex offenders continues to show that treatment has little or no effect on sexual recidivism
rates (Marques Whnderenders, Day il/a/son B
ran Dmmeren 2005); Insel B Schmucker;
2005). For example, Hanson Broom and
Stephenson 120051 compared the recidivism
rates of 403 treated sex offender to those of
-

-

321 untreated sun offenders over a 12-year

period and found no significant differences
between the two groups as to sexual recidivism,
violent recidivism, or general recidivism." (Id. p.
35),
Overwhelmingly, MSOP detainees have only
been declared at some point by some psychologist

to have a sexual or personality "disorder" or, if
(Continued on page 10)

(Continued from page 8)

bred Berlin, of Johns Hopkins University. These
not found to fulfill the criteria of some disorder, 'disorders' do not describe mental/emotional
merely a 'dysfunction" booed on less than all states of impulse, much loon irresistible impulse,
elements of a disorder and/sr on dubious evi- only of attractions and motivations thought repredance to support any such element. However, all hensible or which may, if acted upon in ways
such personality and sexual disorders were comprising crimes, result in heron to a victim,
established by nothing more than fiat by the
The words 'or dysfunction' were included in the
American Psychiatric Association, based solely Act's definition to address the situation where a
upon the feeling prevailing in that body of psychia- person does not fill all of the diagnostic criteria
trists that anyone who behaves inn particular way for the disorder in the fiSH-S The 61S#-Sallaws
'must' be suffering from some psychiatric malady. an evaluator to use 'clinical judgment' to apply a
In the case of sexual "disorders," this is noth- diagnosis to a person even where all criteria for a
ing more than echoing down over the lost century given disorder are not met as to that person. For
of the condemnatory accusations by Austrian purposes of the aforesaid Act, this creates an
sexologist /?ichsrd ann 1rvaftl'-Eb47,q in Psychopa- impermissible vagueness and inherent uncertainty
thAn ,f'gxu,qfAr (IDBB) that declared that obviously as to the requisite element of a 'disorder or
revulsion-based fiat. Singlehandadly and without dysfunction', since any evaluator can subjectively
any scientific research, Kr8/1-1_bhigsimpIy invent- decide that any single, or even multiple, lacking
ad almost all the terms applied to aberrant sexual- element(s) of the definition can be omitted and still
ity, e.g.. "paraphilie," "sadism." "masochism," and call it a 'disorder.' and since different evaluators
"podophilia." Not until the BSM-111 in 1984 was may disagree, cumulatively thus finding many
"paraphilia" oven mentioned in aarlior 11CM odi- different elements missing, and yet each may still
tions. Even then, it was described as an find that disorder present
"athuorutical, non-pejorative descriptor." (iW
By pracedentini authority, the sex offender
Hanniton, "Adjudicating Sex Crimes as Mental targeted for commitment must exhibit a constituDisease," 33 Pacat Hex 539-593, 545-49, 543). tionally adequate mental disorder or abnormality
In that entire century plus, no psychiat- that must produce an inability an the offender's
I ric/psychalogical research has ever conclusively pert to control his behavior, at least to a degree
determined the actual noistenca of such sexual sufficient to distinguish him 'from other dangerous
"disorders," as opposed to simply variant sexual persons who are perhaps more properly dealt with
attractions and variant sexual practices. In sum, exclusively through criminal proceedings.' As
the declaration of sexual "disorders" has simply shown through the preceding allegations, in the
been an exercise in 'medicalizing' motivations and case of Minnesota sex offender commitment
conduct that are sought to be banned by such pursuant to said Act in the regular judicial applicadefinitions,
tion of such commitments, this requirement in
By prucedantial authority, to be constitutionally regularly disregarded by Commitment Case
valid as a general matter, sex offender laws must Defendants [in Sladdan sn Swanson at at] or is
require that a commitment defendant be seriously deemed fulfilled by testimony with no scientifically
mentally disordered, dangerous to others, provid- valid basis, and hence no true guarantee of subed with treatment, and committed no longer than stantive due process. Without more, merely "a
is reasonably necessary. In the case of Minnesota paraphilia NBC [not otherwise specified) diagnosis
sex offender commitment pursuant to said Ant, in raised the odds of being recommended for comthe regular judicial application to such commit- mitment by over 10.5%, while a pedsphilia diagnoments, each of these four requisite elements are sis raised the adds over 4500%," He//nsa 1/anvilillusory and pose no true guarantee of substantive ton "Adjudicating Sex Crimes as Mental Disease,"
•
due process.
33 Facet. ,l'ox 0 (Spring, 2013). at 555.
In contrast to sex offender commitment under
The element of a 'disorder or dysfunction' can
I said Act, 'traditional' commitment of the 'mentally also he applied nearly universally. The claimed
ill and dangerous' under Minn. Stat. Chapter 2539 'disorder' need nut be sexual in nature or have
requires a finding of a specific 'mental illness,' as anything to du with sexual conduct or inclinations.
that term is defined with enumeration of specific (In ía )r-',vch, 21108 WL lB0140 at '3 [Minn. App.
types in the OfagnostAn and Statist/cal Manual 2008, unpub.)). Yet inconsistently, the sheer fact
I (currently, Version 5, hereinafter, '0W-5) of the that one suffers from a disorder (even if diagAmericas Psychiatric Association, and such nosed only as a 'definitional stretch') is held to he
traditional commitment also focuses, in the specif- sufficient evidence that one is unable to adequateic instance of the commitment defendant, on that ly control sexual 'impulses.'(In reFuge/seth, 20114
particular illness' causation of the 'dangerous to WL 422935 at 'B [Minn. App. 2004]). This is an
others' status claimed by the prosecution to exist. unscientific non saquhtur
However, in the case of sex offender commitConceptually, son crimes can be divided into
ment under said Act, no mental illness is required. two categories, lel those involving children (below
In fact, partly to facilitate such commitments, or at puberty): and IbI those not. As to the first of
psychiatrists have invented definitions of mental these categories, appellate commitment decisions
states and dynamics called 'disorders.' At least under said Act universally find that such a sex
one of these (sexual abuse of a child) merely crime involving a child victim inherently bespeaks
restates the fact of a sax offender's particular 'pudophilia,' denoting the particular definition of
•
crime. A related one (pedophilie) simply states the some in the DSH-5sf a 'sexual disorder' (not a
motivational basis for such a crime. Other such 'mental illness'). Another such 'disorder' in the
declared 'disorders' lapse into boundless vague- DSifI-ffnimply turns on the act of 'sexual abuse of
ness (e.g., 'antisocial personality disorder,' often a child.' Effectively, between the unscientific
panned as nothing more than being a selfish jerk). definition-by-fiat of these two disorders and the
So-called disorders such as "antisocial personali- operation of this element, any sex offender with a
ty' and 'narcissistic personality' are prevalent in crime involving children qualifies for commitment
any group of criminals. 'Using that standard, you under this element,(In re Fug,n/seth, supra). (F.
could commit a lot of bank robbers,' observed Br. Berlin quote per 1. flakes; "They're All Close Calls

Now," StepInhalm, June 8, 2008, p. Al)
While child molestation is an immoral act, there
in on medical evidence of it donning from a mental
deficiency; rather, it is a "social construction that
pedophilia is linked to a sick mind." *1&s8 Ham//ton; "Adjudicating Sex Crimes as Mental Disease,"
supra, at 579. See also: Stephen Tend /?ona/dM
I/o/man; Saxt'ninas.' Patterns and Behav,bnrs(3d ed.
20081. at lID, offering a variety of postulated social
learning, psychological, and sociubinlugical explanations for padophilia; Ira//S Bar//n,"Commentary of
Pdsphilia Diagnostic Criteria in DSM-5," 39 JAne
Aced Psj'ch/atryb'1aw242, 243 (2011), conceding
that it is disingenuous to suggest that the pedophilia diagnosis in the OSM is not based in part on value
judgment. The fact in that "psychiatry does not
have a precise definition of padophilia...." Jannilar
Jason, "Beyond No Man's Land: Psychiatry's Imprecision Revealed by Its Critique of SVP Statutes as
Applied to Pedophilie," 83,5: Ant 1. Hex 1319. 1331
(20111). Although the 9CM-5 now requires that
substantial "distress" be caused one by actual
urgent impulses for sex with a child in order to be
diagnosed as a pedophile, this "distress" requirement is regularly ignored by testifying psychologists end the committing courts.
Those whose sax crimes did not involve a child
victim can also be deemed to fulfill this element of
'disorder or dysfunction.' The SOP law's reference
to 'personality disorder' in a buzz-phrase
invoking the aforesaid alternative 'diagnosis' of an
'antisocial personality disorder,' Thus, in cases of
rape of an adult, the hazy definitional terms of that
DSM'declered 'disorder' are sufficiently vague as to
support such a diagnosis based on such acts alone.
Other sexual assault crimes of deliberately shocking sexual effrontery, such on 'flashing' one's
genitals, can he said to be similarly antisocial by
their very nature as well.
In sum, the element of a 'disorder or dysfunction' in the SOP law is almost inherently applicable
in every sex offender commitment petition by the
eaters of the sexual misconduct itself. Because
such 'disorders' are then inherently accepted as
proof of 'inadequate control' of presumed
'impulses,' thu SOP ground for commitment collapses to nothing more to qualify any Plaintiff for such
SUP commitment than the sheer fact of o past
record of sex crimes. This deprives Plaintiffs of
substantive due process.
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Don't Say We Didn't Warn You! -

Dangerousness Crime
Proposed - Despite
"Adversarial
Allegiance" of
'Expert' Witnesses
Proclaiming It.
Susan D,nro& "Criminalizing Dangerousness: How to Preventively Detain Dangerous
Offenders," Crfrn/na/ law and Philosophy September 2015. Vol. 9, p. 937, overtly stated a
proposal that I have been warning people for
some time to expect:
"I defend a farm of preventive detention
through the creation of an offense of 'being
persistent violent dangerous offender' (PVDD)."
Ms. Bimack proposed this even though, in
the some article, acknowledging the wide
disagreement about what constitutes
"dangerousness" as a general matter, and
despite clear evidence of "adversarial allegiance" on the part of so-called experts testifying to commit persons accused of sexual
dangerousness, even when relying on the very
some actuarial risk assessment instrument
"Adversarial allegiance" is simply a polite way
of saying that varying export opinions are for
sale to the highest bidder (usually the prosecution). On this, Ms. Dimock candidly explains:
"We surveyed experts (N-lOB) who conduct sexually violent predator (SVP) evaluations to obtain information about their Static990 score reporting and interpretations.
Although most evaluators reported providing
at feast one normative sample recidivism rate
estimate, there were few other areas of
consensus. Instead, reporting practices
differed depending on the side for which
evaluators typically performed evaluations,
Defense evaluators were more likely to
endorse reporting practices that convey the
lowest possible level of risk (e.g., routine
sample recidivism rates, 5-year recidivism
rates: and highest level of uncertainty (e.g.,
confidence levels, classification accuracy),
whereas prosecution evaluators were more
likely to endorse practices suggesting the
highest possible level of risk (e.g., high risk/
need sample recidivism rates, ID-year recidivism rates). Reporting practices from stateagency evaluators tended to be more consistent with those of prosecution evaluators
than defense evaluators, although stateagency evaluators were more likely than
other evaluators to report that it was at least
somewhat difficult to choose an appropriate
normative comparison group. Overall, findings provide evidence for adversarial allegiance in Stetic-080 score reporting and
interpretation practices."
In short, this shows that such alleged
"assessment" is nothing more then a witchhunt-as-scientific-prostitution. But you knew
that from your own experience. If the iliniock
proposal becomes law, now no will e let of
other people.

